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Website Security Platform
eCyLabs Security Center is a cloud based security platform that makes easy-to-use tools for analyzing
security threats for your websites as an outsider. Find known and unknown attack vectors that include
bad bots, malware infections, instructions, dark web analysis and other security threats that are
associated with your web applications.

5-STEP Approach
eCyLabs Security Center built based on the
5-Step Approach from NIST Cybersecurity
Framework to ensure Website Security. With
this one can I dentify, Protect, Detect,
Respond and Recover security threats that
are specific to business critical applications.

Platform Quick Look
Org-wide Dashboard
OnBoard multiple applications, view
organization wide score and overview
of

security

risk

across

all

the

applications and chart showing the
relative health (on a scale of A to E) of
the website/application.

Application Inventory
Auto Discovery of Application Assets,
URL Inventory and other public assets
associated with application and its
availability status.

Assessment Report
Threat Assessment Report provides a
security grade for the website based
on its status, along with a summary of
the profiles and list of issues.

And many more features

Website Threat Management
Security Marketplace approach helps to choose required threat profiles to gain insights on the security
threats that are associated with applications. We are often releasing new Threat profiles, with this you
can mix and match, apps and profiles to automate threat detection. Our Threat Response Center allows
you to address key security challenges in a shorter time.

How it Works

Threat Detection Profiles
★ Blacklist checker provides an easy way to provide insights on where it’s black listed against 126

blacklist databases.
★ URL Inspection service built to identify unsafe websites, Malware Infections and provide disclosure
about the threats. Checks all the web links and marks them to indicate the degree of danger.
★ We discover possible web attacks against OWASP Top 10 security concerns including awareness
document for Web application security.
★ Bringing the best SSL/TLS and PKI testing to ensure the website is safe and secure.

Upcoming Profiles
★ Profile for API Security to understand and mitigate security risks of Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs).
★ CIS Security Benchmark test for AWS EC2 Instances to help assess and improve server security.
★ Basic Security Check Profile to find common website misconfigurations such as CMS, DNS, SPF, DKIM and
much more.

★ Accessibility compliance check against WCAG, Section 508 and Broken Links.

Standards and Frameworks
Our Security Center helps to adhere following standards and frameworks to validate/inspect websites
and classify the threat level based on the guidelines specified by these organizations and they are
recognized globally.

Accolades
We are recognized and partnered to deliver values to our customer success.

Free Website Security Check
We offer a basic Website Security Check completely for FREE! Make use of our
free service to find security threats like Malware infections, Possible Web
Attacks, SSL and Other security issues. ..Get Started..

Why eCyLabs?
eCyLabs vision is to provide innovative solutions at optimal cost model for an organization to use its
platform to secure applications. We have a proven track record of successful implementation of
security projects to world renowned organizations in the UK and Middle East. Our platform development
and professional services team brings the benefits of Projects expertise from Global Banking
Enterprises.

